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C3 Financial
User Reports

The purpose 
of this training 
is to learn how 

to read the 
reports to help 

identify 
potential data 

issues.
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 Explain New Help Menu
 Denomination Detail
 User Reports Navigation
 Inst. Cash Ending Vs. Usage
 Order Versus Recommendation
 Denomination Breakdown
 Trend Analysis
 EOQ Calculator
 Days Of Cash On Hand

Agenda
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Denomination Detail 

 Navigate to denomination detail by selecting repots, region, branch and then 
denominational detail.

 The Denominational Detail report shows the cash endings, orders, deposits, and 
usage by denomination.

 The defaulted date range for this report is the most current thirty days, but the 
range can be expanded or decreased by selecting a Start and End date. 

 To display a day’s denomination detail, click on the date’s row you wish to see.  This 
will expand the view for this branch to provide denominational detail for that day’s 
activity. 

 A quick review of a day’s denominational activity can help identify potential data 
issues.  Usage totals with parenthesis indicate outflow and totals without 
parenthesis indicate inflow.

 Possible Causes:
 Missing order (inflow) or missing deposit (outflow) – This is a strong 

possibility if it affects multiple denominations.
 Missing Interbranch transfer (refer to Order Processing Guide for correct 

interbranch transfer process)
 Incorrect cash ending balances recorded for this day.

 Solution:

 Verify cash ending totals, orders and deposits for that day.  Please note that the 
totals for the previous day and the day after this date may also need to be verified.
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User Reports

 Navigate To User Reports

 From the Dashboard click on regions, branch, charts and then select the 
report you would like to see
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Institution Cash Ending Vs. Usage 

 The Usage vs. Cash Ending & Target chart illustrates the difference 
between the actual daily cash ending and the actual daily usage 
over the specified date range. The red line dividing the two is the 
Target; which is the amount of cash C3 Financial calculates as the 
optimum cash ending for your branch. 

 The default date range is the most current 30 days.  To change the 
date range, manually enter new dates in the start date and end 
date or use the calendar, to the right of each field, to select dates 
and click “Go” to refresh the page.  You can also use the historical 
range drop down to automatically refresh to a new time period
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Institution Cash Ending Vs. Usage – Identify Issues
Requisition filled on Incorrect Day

 Orders and Deposits should never be included in the Usage; 
Usage is defined as pure customer demand.  It is very important 
that Orders and Deposits are fulfilled in the system correctly so as 
not to skew the Usage.  An Order should have a fulfilled date on 
the day it is added to the Cash Ending via the teller platform.  A 
Deposit should have a fulfilled date on the day it is deducted from 
the Cash Ending via the teller platform.  Listed below are notes 
used to help diagnose potential problems with branch 
Requisitions and Cash Endings: 

 High outflow first day, high inflow second day.

 Possible Causes:
 Order/Deposit entered on wrong date.
 Incorrect cash ending balances recorded for these days.

 Solution:

 Verify cash ending totals, orders and deposits for the two circled 
days below and the orders/deposits are in fulfilled status.
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Institution Cash Ending Vs. Usage – Identify Issues
Missing Deposit

 Abnormal high outflow

 Possible Causes:
 Deposit missing from the application.
 Incorrect cash ending balance recorded for this day.

 Solution:

 Verify cash ending total and deposits for the circled day below.
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Institution Cash Ending Vs. Usage – Identify Issues
Missing Order

 Abnormal high inflow.

 Possible Causes:
 Order missing from the application.
 Incorrect cash ending balance recorded for this day.

 Solution:

 Verify cash ending total and orders for the circled day below.
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Order Vs. Recommendation

 Order vs. Recommendation 

 The Order vs. Recommendation chart compares three pieces of 
order/deposit data: C3 Financial’s guidance, the branch’s processed and the 
carrier’s fulfillment amounts.  The radio button in the center at the top of the 
chart allows you to switch between order and deposit amounts for the 
specified date range.

 The chart will display up to 8 orders/deposits.  This is helpful when 
determining the order/deposit habits of the branch. 

 The default date range is the most current 30 days.  To change the date 
range, manually enter new dates in the start date and end date or use the 
calendar, to the right of each field, to select dates and click “Go” to refresh 
the page.  You can also use the historical range drop down to automatically 
refresh to a new time period. 
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Denomination Breakdown

 The Denomination Breakdown chart shows a graphical view of the 
information contained in the Denomination Detail report.  The pie chart on 
the left illustrates the denomination cash ending for the last day data was 
entered and the pie chart on the right illustrates the denomination usage for 
the most recent 30 day period. 

 These pie charts assist in achieving the optimum denomination mix, based 
on your customer demand. 

 The default date range is the most current 30 days.  To change the date 
range, manually enter new dates in the start date and end date or use the 
calendar, to the right of each field, to select dates and click “Go” to refresh 
the page.  You can also use the historical range drop down to automatically 
refresh to a new time period.
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EOQ Calculator

 This chart plots the calculation of the Economic Order Quantity for the previous 30 
day period. This powerful tool allows the user to calculate what effect a prospective 
change in inventory variables will have on the institution’s order patterns.  The 
inventory variables are Carry Cost and Delivery Cost.  The Carry Cost is the cost of 
keeping excess cash in the branch.  Usually this cost is the interest rate at which 
your institution could invest this money at.  The Delivery Cost is the cost your 
branch spends to and from ship cash to the branch.  Usually this cost is the armored 
car expense.  By changing these variables in the calculator and clicking “Calculate,” 
the EOQ Calculator will recommend a new order amount and number of Orders.

 If the Cash Amount is a negative number, your branch is a Net Cash User and the 
recommended amount is in Deposit into the branch.  If the Cash Amount is a 
positive, your branch is a Net Cash Supplier and the recommended amount is an 
Order total. 

 Cash has two costs associated with its maintenance.  The first is the cost of 
ordering, which declines on a per-dollar basis.  The second is the cost of 
maintaining, which increases with the amount of cash that is kept at the 
branch.  EOQ calculates the optimum Order Amount determined by the 
actual or expected total cash usage. 

 Using the EOQ Calculator on a quarterly basis will help you determine the 
most cost effective Order schedule.
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Days of Cash on Hand

 This chart is a visual representation of your cash inventory; the amount of 
cash on hand versus the amount of cash needed for one day of operation.  
This chart is used to show you how well your branch is managing your cash 
inventory.  C3 Financial assists you in keeping enough cash in the branch to 
service customers until the next shipment is received. A weekly shipper's 
optimum number of days of cash on hand is eight to nine.  A bi-weekly 
shipper is optimized with sixteen to seventeen days. 

 The default date range is the most current 30 days.  To change the date 
range, manually enter new dates in the end date or use the calendar, to the 
right of each field, to select dates and click “Go” to refresh the page.  You can 
also use the historical range drop down to automatically refresh to a new 
time period.
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Terminology
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Terminology

 Institution………………………………………………The institution represents each individual financial company, i.e. bank, credit union, savings institution.

 Region……………………………………………………. Groups of branches often separated by geographical location or branch type

 Branches…………………………………………………Branch is a single cash service entity; i.e. branch, ATM, central vault.

 Financial Inputs………………………………..........Used for calculating the Cost Benefit associated with using the C3 Financial

 Delivery Cost…………………………….................the cost to ship cash to the branch. This may be entered at the institution, region or branch level

 Carry Cost…………………………………………………cost of keeping excess cash in the branch.  Usually this cost is the interest rate at which your institution 
could invest this money.

 Carrier……………………………………………………….Armored car delivering cash

 Service Lead Time……………………….................The Service Lead Time represents the cut-off date for ordering cash. 
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